Hari Om
Forgiveness (Kshanti) - An Atma Guna (Cure for Disease)
Forgiveness is one of the eight most important Atma Gunas to be acquired by All for
peaceful living and to have all possible seeds of incurable/ deadly diseases removed
from our body and mind.
Bhagawan's natural invention to come to terms with this illusory world is Forgiveness.
Despite their best efforts and motives, people are unfair to each other and carry heavy
resentments hurting each other deeply. It is Bhagawan who starting forgiving us, and he
seriously expects us all to forgive each other.
We all pretend as if we do not hate anyone while the fact remains otherwise. We also
try to project ourselves to be too good to be hateful, and we detour around the crisis of
forgiveness. Because we do not want to forgive the person we hate, we do not dare to
take the risk of accepting the hate we feel for someone.
When we are hurt we attach our feeling or resentment to that moment established in
immortality. Every moment it comes to our mind we are assaulted and pained, this hate
or resentment lives with us forever even after the person whom we hate die.
Harbouring resentment is - to drink poison and to expect other person to die.
Forgiveness is the only remedy for this disease. Kshanti also means -- patiently suffering
disease, poverty, misfortune and so on which can be achieved only by forgiving others.
Deadly / Terminal and incurable diseases enter the human body due to the following 3
factors only:
- Not yet fructified past karmic seed (can be cured only by Divine / Satguru intervention)
- Bad present Life style (we have to change this)
- Strong Hatred and Resentment (Forgiveness is the medicine)
Please start forgiving and become closer to Paramatma and be Disease free.
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